OPERATING
Can people with health problems use the GROHE Sensia® Arena?
Yes, in fact it is particularly appropriate for people with health problems. By offering such a high degree of
hygiene, it helps to prevent skin irritations. And for those suffering from haemorrhoids, GROHE Sensia® Arena
provides gentle and effective cleansing that can actually help to alleviate the problem.
Can children use the GROHE Sensia® Arena?
Children can use GROHE Sensia® Arena too. Of course they have to be shown how to use it properly, but once
they have learned how it works, it becomes an ideal way to promote hygiene within the family.
Can the GROHE Sensia® Arena be used without the shower function?
Of course you can also choose to use the GROHE Sensia® Arena like any normal toilet.
How does the wall-hung Sensia Arena®’s automatic lid and seat opening work?
When the sensor detects you approaching either the lid only or the lid and seat will open automatically. This can
be set via the remote control by selecting one of the following: auto open and close lid &amp; seat; or auto open
and close lid; or you can turn off the automatic function altogether. Lid and seat opening and closing can also be
Which of the Sensia Arena® shower toilet’s functions can be activated via the seat control panel?
Rear Spray and feminine Shower can be activated via the seat control panel. You can also adjust the water
pressure on both these functions.
How do you activate the air dryer on the Sensia Arena® shower toilet?
The air dryer can be activated via the remote control and the smartphone app. You can choose from three air
Can you use both arms at the same time on the Sensia Arena®shower toilet?
No, it's not possible.
How long does the Sensia Arena® shower toilet’s carbon odour-absorption filter last? And who is qualified to
There are two kinds of odour-absorption filter. The air filter is very easy to access and clean. We recommend
cleaning it twice a week. The carbon filter lasts for seven years. Only the GROHE after-sales team may replace

